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Tampere University of Technology and University of Turku, Finland 
An extension for the concept of the finite index of context-free grammars 
is introduced and regular control languages are derived for the resulting 
family of languages generated by ordered context-free grammars. 
1. Let 
G = ( IN , I r ,  Xo ,F)  
be a phrase structure grammar, where IN is the set of nonterminals, I r the 
set of terminals, X 0 the initial symbol and F the set of productions. We 
restrict ourselves to the context-free grammars such that each production in F 
is of the form X --~ P, where X ~ I N and P is a (possibly empty) word over 
IN ~ I t .  Let further 
{f~ ,fa ..... fk} (1) 
be a set of distinct labels for the productions in F. Let 
D:Xo=Po ~ 1"1 ~ "'" ~ P~,=Q 
fJ(1) .fi(2) f~(r) 
(2) 
be a derivation according to G, where in the transition from P~ to 
Pi+l(0 ~< i < r) the production labeled by f~(~+l) with 1 ~ j ( i  + 1) ~< k is 
applied. Consequently, for some Q~, Qz, R 1 , R 2 , 
P,  = f21R19~ , P,+I = QIR~Q~ ,
and R 1 ~ R 2 is a production in F labeled by fJ(~+l) • Then the word 
fJ(1)fJ(2) """ fJ(r) (3)  
over the alphabet (1) is termed a control word of the derivation (2). Let C 
be a language over the alphabet (1). The language Lc(G) is defined to be the 
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subset of L(G) consisting words which possess at least one derivation with 
a control word in C. Lc(G) is called the language generated by G with control 
language C. 
In the sequel, the definitions given above are referred to as the ordinary 
or nonchecking interpretation of control words and control languages. The 
extended or checking interpretation is defined as follows. Let F 1 be a subset 
of (1). The word (3) is termed acontrol word of the derivation (2) if for each i 
with 0 ~ i < r, either Pi = QIRIQ2 , Pi+l ---- Q1R2Q~ and R 1 -+ R 2 is a 
production in F labeled by f¢(i+l) or else f~(i+l) belongs to F1, Pi ~-- Pi+l and 
R 1 is not a subword ofP i .  (See Salomaa, 1969c, pp. 164-169; 1969a, pp. 2-7.) 
The language generated by G with control language C such that checking 
is possible for productions in F 1 is denoted by Lc(G, F1). 
An ordered grammar is a pair (G, <), where G is a grammar and < is a 
partial order in the set of productions of G. If  f l  < f,~ then f2 can be applied 
only in the case f l  is not applicable. For the formal definition of an ordered 
grammar the reader is referred to Fri~ (1968). 
Salomaa (1969a) shows that the language L generated by an ordered 
grammar (G, ~)  is of the form Lc(G1, F1) , where the productions of G 1 are 
obtained from those of G by adding some type 3 productions 1 and C is a 
certain regular control language. 
Considering the above result we see that it deals with the extended 
(checking) interpretation of control words. Therefore one may ask, whether 
or not it is possible to obtain a corresponding result using the ordinary 
(nonchecking) interpretation of control words. We can show that under 
certain conditions the answer is positive and, consequently, the language L 
generated by an ordered context-free grammar (G, <)  is of the form Lc(G ) 
or Lc(G ) (see Theorems 1 and 2), where the productions of G and ~ are 
obtained from those of G by adding certain type 2 productions and C is a 
regular controI language. 
2. Let, in the following, L always denote the language generated by an 
ordered context-free grammar (G, <). By log(X [ P)(X- ff In) we denote the 
number of occurrences of the letter X in P. For a derivation D (cf. (2)) we 
define the index of D with respect o S(CIN) according to (G, <)  as follows: 
1 Type 3 production is either of the form X --+ PY or of the form X --~ P, where 
X, Y a IN and P is a word over I t .  
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For a word Q eL  we define, respectively, 
ind(Q, (G, <), S) = rain ind(D, (G, <), S), 
D 
where D ranges over all derivations of Q according to (G, <). The grammar 
(G, <)  is of finite index with respect to S, if there exists a natural number u 
such that, for all Q eL, ind(Q, (G, <), S) ~< u. Otherwise (G, <)  is of 
infinite index with respect o S'. The smallest possible value of u is referred 
to as the index of (G, <)  with respect o S and denoted by ind((G, <), S). 
It should be noted that if the relation < is empty and S = IN, then the 
above concept of the index coincides with the usual concept of the index of 
a context-free grammar (cf. Salomaa, 1969b, p. 474). 
Let F., be the set of all maximal productions of F. Let further Im be the 
set of all the letters X(dN) such that all the productions in which X is in the 
left side belong to F~.  In other words, if X e I m , then it is not in the left side 
in any nonmaximal production. We can now formulate. 
THEOREM 1. Let (G, <)  be an ordered context-free grammar. I f  the grammar 
(G, <)  is of finite index with respect o In -- I~ , then the language L generated 
by the grammar (G, <) is of the form Lc(G), where the productions of G are 
obtained from those of G by adding certain type 2 productions and C is a regular 
control language of the form (6). 
Proof. Let 
u - -  ind( (a ,  <) ,  IN - -  Z~). 
Assume that the initial symbol _32- off I N -- Ira.  The other case X o e Im can 
be proved analogously. Let 
IN - I~  - -  {X0, X l  ,..., X~}, 
where t < O(IN) (the number of elements of IN). Denote 
Denote 
~: Xo-"  XoYYFI(Y1 '" Yt) ~, 
~i : Y~ - .  A(o <~ i <~ t), 
~i : Y -~ YYd  0 <~ i <~ t), 
y: Y--~ A. 
iN = I~U{~o,  Y, YO .... , Y~} 
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and 
where 
O = (iN, I t ,  X0, F), (4) 
F = F W {L ~'o ..... ~'~, ~o ,..., ~ ,  ~'}. 
The idea is to arrange things in such a way that when f E F is applied in 
the derivation which starts from P, then 
log(Xi I P) + log(Yi I P) = u (0 ~< i ~< t) (5) 
for every word P over iN U I t .  This is possible if we make use of the 
productions ~-i and ai .  If, for instance, 
f: X 1 ~ X23X3Xt+l (t >/3), 
we construct a control word 
= O'IT23T3. 
We now see that the sum (5) stays invariant (for each i) in the application of 
the control word ff2. In this fashion we construct for every production 
f i  ~F the corresponding control word f2 i . Assume that, for any production 
f~F ,  the set (possibly empty) 
$1 = {fl ..... fv} 
consists of all the elements of F which precede f in the order <.  Let 
& = {x .1 ) ,  x .+  ,..., x,<~>} (s ~< v) 
be the set of all the letters of IN -- I,~, which appear on the left side of some 
production of $ I .  Define a control word 
A : (~,<1> "'" ~,<~>)~ ( ,<~> "'" ~<~>)~. 
We now see that in order to prevent an incorrect application of the production 
f we need only put A before f. I f  S~ is empty, then A is the empty word. 
In the analogous way we construct he corresponding control word A i for 
each production fi of F. It is now clear that L : LC(G ) with the regular 
language s 
i=1 
(The number of elements in F is k; see (1).) 
As usual, ] E ] denotes the language represented by the regular expression E. 
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3. Consider a natural number u(i) and a derivation D (eL (2)) 
according to (G, <). Assume that there exists a j  such that 
log(X/I PJ) <~ u(i), (X¢ ~ IN), 
(7) 
log(Xi I Pj+O > u(i). 
Then we say that the derivation D goes through the point u(i) with respect 
to Xi  • We further say that the derivation D goes through u(i) k i times with 
respect o Xi ,  if there exist ki distinct indices j for which the condition (7) 
holds. We say that a grammar (G, <) possesses the finite point property 
(fpp) with respect o a set  S(CIN)(flop S) if for each Xi  ~ S there exist 
natural numbers u(i) and v i such that every word Q(~L) has a derivation 
according to (G, <)  which goes through every u(i) with respect o Xi at 
most vi times. The smallest possible value of Zx,esvi(u(i) : s vary) is referred 
to as the frequency of the grammar (G, <) with respect o the set S and 
denoted by v = v((G, <), S). 
Let S C I N and a grammar (G, <)  be such that whenever the derivation 
PJ 7 P;+I 
is possible according to (G, <), then 
log(X / Ps+O ~ log(X I P~-) + 1 (8) 
for all X~ S and a l l f~F.  In this case we say that the grammar (G, <)  is 
gently expansive with respect to S. It should be noted that linear grammars 
(S = IN and < is empty) belong to this category (cf. Chomsky and 
Schiitzenberger, 1963). 
LEMMA. For every ordered context-free grammar (G, <), which possesses 
fpp IN -- IN,  there exists an equivalent ordered context-free grammar (G1, <), 
which possesses fl0p IN ( l ) -  I,~(1) and is gently expansive with respect to 
IN(l) -- Ira(l), where IN(l) and I~(1) are the sets of G 1 corresponding to the sets 
IN and 1~ , respectively. 
Proof. Let M be a subset of IN -- IN such that the grammar (G, <)  is 
gently expansive with respect o IN - - I~  -- M.  Of course we can always 
find such a set M; for instance, we can take M -~ IN -- I,~, since then the 
condition (8) is trivial. We perform the proof by induction on o(M) (the 
number of elements of the set M). If o(M) -- O, then the lemma is trivial. 
Assume now that the lemma is true if o(M) < k. Consider the case 
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o(M) = k. Let, for instance, {X1} be a subset of M such that the grammar 
(G, <) is not gently expansive with respect o {X~}. If there does not exist 
a subset of such a kind, then the grammar (G, <) itself is gently expansive 
with respect o M and to I N - -  I m and thus the proof is clear. Suppose that 
X 1 appears in the production f l which is, for instance, of the form 
f l  : X 1 --+ X~'Q (log(X~ [Q) = 0). 
Let 
fx : x ,  -+ x#u1g,9., 
f a : UI--+ X1 ,  
Consider the grammar (0, <), where 
O ~- (INk..) {U1,  U2}, IT ,  X 0 ,F ) ,  
P =Fw{fa , f~, f ,} - -{ f ,}  
and the order < is the same as in (G, <) except hat we have first added the 
relations f~ < f and f l  < f ,  where f ranges over all the productions of F and 
then replaced f l by f l  in all its occurrences. Thus, for instance, if
F = {fl ,f2 ,fa}, k "<f2 ,k  <f~,  
then 
= {A ,L ,L  
with the order 
fx <f l  ,f~ <f l  , f l  < f2  , f l  < fa  , f l  < f2  , f l  < fa  , f l  < f2  , f l  < fa"  
It is immediate that the ordered grammar (G, <) is equivalent to the original 
one. If there exist other productions of F which increase the number of 
occurrences of X1 more than one, we repeat he above procedure and, thus, 
we finally get a grammar (G2, <) equivalent to (G, <) such that (G2, <) 
is gently expansive with respect o {X1}. After the above procedure the set 
Is(d) may contain also the set S = {U,, U 2 ,..,} of new nonterminals and 
clearly the grammar (G2, <) is gently expansive with respect to ~. Therefore 
the grammar (Gz, <) is gently expansive with respect o 
IN(d) - -  Ira(2) - -  M1 ([,~(2) = [,~), 
where 
M, = M -- (X~}. 
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The way in which we constructed the grammar (G2, <) shows that it 
further possesses fpp IN -  I~(2). On the other hand, it clearly possesses 
fpp S. Therefore (G~, <)  possesses fpp IN(2)--I~(z). Because 
o(M1) = k-  1, it now follows from the induction hypothesis that our 
lemma is true. 
We finally prove the following extension of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. I f  an ordered context-free grammar (G, <) possesses fpp 
In -- In, then the generated language L is of the form L = LO(~), where the 
productions of G are obtained from those of G by adding certain type 2 
productions and ~ is a certain regular control language. 
Proof. By the above lemma we may assume that the grammar is gently 
expansive with respect o I u - -  f ro"  Suppose that X o ~ I N - -  Ira. The other 
case X 0 ~ I,~ can be proved analogously. Let 
IN - -  In  = {Xo ,  2(1 , . . . ,  X~} (t < O(IN)), 
and let u(i)ff = O, 1 ....  , t) be points such that the grammar (G, <)  possesses 
fpp IN -- In with the frequency 
= ~((G, <),  Iu -- I~). 
Denote by F °) and ( IN -  I,~)(J), respectively, the sets we obtain from the 
sets F and IN -- In when we perform the one-to-one map 
f +-+ f(J), Xi +-+ X~ j) 
in such a way that, for instance, 
f :  X~ --+ X2X3Xt+ixy 
becomes 
(i -= 0,..., t ; f~F ; j  >/O) 
(t ~ 3, x, y ~ IT) 
fu): 
We shall prove that there exists a context-free grammar 
G (j) = (i~ ), 1T, X0% F (j)) ( j />  0), 
which with a regular control anguage C(J) generates the words of L, which 
possess a derivation going through u( i )  with respect o Xi(i = O, 1 .... , t) 
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all together at most j times. For all the other words Q ~L, G (j) with C (j) gives 
a derivation 
(according to (G, <))3, which, however, cannot reach Q, but terminates 
with a word Q' satisfying the condition 
log(X~ ~) I Q')  = u(i) (9) 
for at least one X~ ~) ~ (IN - -  I~)(~). 
We prove the statement by induction onj. I f j  = 0, then we take C = C (°) 
equal to the language (6) except that we replace (~-o~-a-" ~ , )~ by the 
expression 
(~0 + ~) . . . .  (~ + ~)~ ~, 
where 
o~: Y---> Y.  
The grammar G ~ G (°) equals the grammar (4) added by the above 
production. This change is necessary, because we demand that the grammar 
G(J) generates the words Q' satisfying (9). It should be noted that all u(i) : s 
are considered to be equal (=u), but it is immediate that the size of the 
u(i) : s has no essential effect to the form of C. Let us now assume that we 
have obtained G(J) and C (j) if j < w. Let 
(o: Xo AoA1 "'" 
~(w--1) ~(w) 
V (w) A, 
fii: Z - -> ZV (w) 
y(w) X i  , 
X(w) 
~i: X i  ~ -- i  , 
El: A i  ~ A i , 
~i: A i  "-~ B i ,  
a It is assumed that the above map leaves the order invariant; consequently 
f~" < f'2' ifff~ < fn. 
643/2z/x-5 
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Bi: Bi ~ Bi , 
ei: Bi ~ E~, 
I¢i: Ei--~ Ei ,  
izi: A i --~ A, 
Pi: Ei--> A, 
f i :Z~ Z, 
p: Z--~ A, 
where i ~ 0, 1,..., t. Let F be the set of these productions and iN the set of 
the new nonterminals. (All the above letters except A are nonterminals.) As 
in the proof of Theorem 1 our intention is to arrange things in such a way 
that when ffw) EF(w) is applied in a derivation which starts from P, then 
log(X~) l P ) + log(Y~) [ P) = u(i) (0 ~ i ~ t). (10) 
Let, for instance, 
be two productions of F (w) one of which increases and the other decreases 
the number of occurrences of XI w). The corresponding control words (see 
the proof of Theorem 1) are 
E21' = ~i ,  E22' = fi~ • 
Thus in applying the control words f lw)~ 1' and fgw)Y2~" the sum (10) stays 
invariant. In order to allow derivations which go through u(1) with respect 
to X~ w~ we change Y21' and ~22' to the forms 
where 
~i = ~iu(i) c'u(i)oi , ~i ~ ~/u(i)+18~ ( i )+1"  " 
We illustrate the effect of the control language 
(f~)~21 ± r(w)c) ~* N- J2  ~2} 
(o ~< i ~< t). 
(11) 
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by examples. Consider a word 
P = Q1A1QzZQ3(y~)) ~'(1)-1 Q,x~)Qs, 
where Q1 ,-.-, Q5 are words over 
: iN 
such that log(Xi(") [ Qi) = log(YlW)[Qi) - -  0 (i = 1,..., 5). Instead of the 
word/~ we study the word 
P = Alz(v  >) "<1>-1 xI% 
because this is the essential subword of fi, when we focus our attention on 
the number of occurrences of the letter Xi  (~) in the application of (11). 
We see that we can from (11) apply only the words f~iw)~lel and f~)fi~E 1 
(u(1) ~ 2). Applying these we may have a derivation 
P • A1Z(X~W)) u(1) : P1. 
I f  we now want to increase the number of occurrences of the letter Xi  (w) we 
cannot apply f(iw)alel, because in Pi  there is no Yi (w). Instead we can apply 
f (~),r,/~l 
and obtain, for instance, 
Pi ~ B1Z(Xi~°)) ~m)+z= P, (l ~ 1). 
In order to decrease the number of occurrences of the letter X(i w) we may now 
apply f~wlfilO 1 or f~*°)~bph : 
P2 *~ (w) (w) u(1)+l-1 , E1ZY1 (X1)  = P3, {w) f2 BIOI 
Yl wl ¢inl 
For the word P3' and those derived from it we can from (11) apply only the 
control words flw)~lK 1 or f~w)fil~:l, in application of which the sum 
log(X~) [ P) + log(Y~W) [ P) 
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stays invariant, being equal to u (1)+ l. Since we construct he control 
language in such a way that at the end of every correct derivation we must 
apply the control word 
(O~o + p)u(o) ... (~, + f~)~(,~, 
we see that the word P3' cannot yield any word of L. Therefore, the only 
way to obtain words of L is the above derivation which yields P~. Continuing 
in this way, we finally have the word 
p. = B~Z(XI~)) ~(~), 
in which, if we want to decrease the number of occurrences of X1 (w), we must 
apply f~)fil01 : 
p~ * (w) (w) u(1)-1 
f(W)13101 E1ZY ~ (X~ ) = Ps" 
In the word/)5 and in those derived from it we can from (11) apply only the 
control words f(~w)~lK 1 or f~w)filK ~ and thus these words can yield words of L. 
We thus see that the derivation can go through the point u(1) at most once. 
In this way we construct for everyf~ w) its own X2i. 
For instance, if 
f~) :  X~w)--~ X(2w)x(a~)X~+lxy (t ~ 3, x ,y  EIr), 
we obtain 
(~(~ + ~) + ~(¢~ + M). 
In order to prevent an incorrect application of the production f~o) we use 
the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1. For this purpose we construct 
the control words Ai (see the proof of Theorem 1) and write 
c~ = (~ A~(~).O] *~=~ - -o i  -q  (~o + Po) "'" (~l + e,)(% +/~F (°) "'" (~  +/~)~(~)P 
(o(F (~)) = k). Let 
c~ = J(40 + ~oY (°) "" (4~ + ~)~")1 
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and 
F(w) = F(w-1) U F (w) k_) J~. 
Then the grammar 
c (~> = (i~), I~, x~>, F<w>) 
with the control language 
C(~> = I ~o I C(w-1)c2c1 (12) 
satisfies the conditions of G °) when j = w. The existence of the grammars 
G(J)(j = 0, 1,...) is thus established. 
It should be noted that the above control language (12) allows also an 
incorrect application of some f(J). The words P obtained in such a way 
satisfy, however, the condition 
log(X~J) ] P) + log(Y}J) ] P) > u(i), 
for some i, and therefore they cannot yield words of the language L, because 
in the following inductive step we introduce the new symbols Xi (~+1) and 
y/(J+l) and if there are some old symbols left, then it is not possible to 
eliminate them afterwards. 
If we now denote G = G(') and C = C (") we can see that the theorem is 
established. 
Remark 1. It should be noted that in fact we have proved more than 
theorems 1and 2 assert, because we have indicated in both cases (if we know v) 
an effective procedure (algorithm) which gives a regular control language 
and a context-free grammar satisfying the conditions. Further, it is not 
necessary to know the smallest value of 
27 ~ 2 v i '  
Xt~lN--I m 
which we denoted by v, because it is clear that the size of the u(i) : s and 2J 
has no essential effect to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark 2. Although Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2, we have 
given a separate proof, because the algorithm in that case is far more straight- 
forward than in the more general case of Theorem 2. 
R~eEIWD: May 6, 1971 
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